Resolution No. 2019-03 of the
Arkansas Natural Resources Commission

A Resolution to Recognize Mr. Jerry Hunton
for his Contributions to the State of Arkansas

Whereas, the Arkansas Natural Resources Commission was very fortunate to have Mr. Jerry Hunton serve as its commissioner for seven years;

Whereas, Mr. Hunton’s knowledge of agricultural business issues and experience as a dairy, beef, and poultry farmer were invaluable to the Commission’s understanding of nutrient management issues;

Whereas, the Commission greatly benefited from Mr. Hunton’s service as a member of Arkansas’s General Assembly that enabled him to provide knowledgeable, balanced feedback on all Commission initiatives;

Whereas, Mr. Hunton’s understanding of county government, resulting from his service as county judge, made him uniquely aware of the needs of local government and the impact of the Commission’s actions on local government;

Whereas, Mr. Hunton’s long history of leadership in both the General Assembly and county government, as well as experience as a farmer, made him particularly adept at serving the state of Arkansas;

Now therefore, be it resolved in unanimous accord by the members of the Arkansas Natural Resources Commission, that Mr. Jerry Hunton be duly recognized for both his contributions to protecting and preserving our natural resources and our deepest appreciation for having had the opportunity to enjoy his character, commitment, and friendship.

Adopted this 20th day of March, 2019.

Arkansas Natural Resources Commission

Bill Poynter, Vice Chair

ATTEST:

Bruce Holland
Executive Director